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Historic Brookline Church Advisory Committee Minutes 
 

March 24, 2015  DRAFT 

 

The meeting was called to order at 7:10 P.M. by Stan Noga. Committee members present: Kerry 

Bourne, Peter Meyer, Stan Noga and Bruce Mello. No members of the public were present. The 

minutes of March 10, 2015 were reviewed, amended and approved by the committee. 

 

Kerry presented an update on his March 11
th

 meeting with Pete Newton and Jan Lewandoski 

where they discussed specifics concerning the repair of the steeple frame, sagging floor and 

support of all of the related components. Pete presented his thoughts and plan and Jan endorsed 

them as good ideas and made suggestions on how to execute it. Stan asked for a written summary 

of the discussion so that he can better understand the process of the repair. Kerry says one 

doesn’t exist right now but he can ask Jan or Pete. For now Kerry is forwarding his emails that 

are related to the repairs to all committee members. The committee voiced their desire for more 

than one bid on this project. Kerry will solicit bids from two other local contractors who are 

capable of performing such a repair. Stan noted that we did receive a $250 grant from the 

Preservation Trust of VT to cover half of Jan’s fee for the meeting.  Stan said the check was 

made out to the wrong entity so he has mailed it back to Lisa Ryan to be corrected. 

 

When the snow finally slid off the north side of the slate roof, it unfortunately, took several slates 

with it. We saw this as an emergency situation since the roof literally has holes in it now. Kerry 

contacted a local roofing contractor to help him perform temporary repairs on the roof. They 

installed roofing fabric in place of the missing slate which should keep any rain out. This should 

give us time to seek competitive bids for permanent repairs. Kerry said the roof decking which is 

supposed to hold the slate in place is rotted in spots so whoever does the repair work will likely 

have to open a large section of roof so that they can replace the rotted boards that span the roof 

rafters. Kerry’s original thought was to strip the entire roof, replace the boards underneath and 

then reinstall the slate so that you have basically a new roof. He discussed this with Jan who said 

“spot” repairing the roof is perfectly acceptable.  Kerry will head up the recently needed roof 

repair by soliciting bids from 3 local contractors. 

 

Helen’s draft of our grant introduction was reviewed and discussed. When finalized this 

document will accompany some grants application submissions. She started by introducing the 

building, then the demographics of our community, some history of Brookline, where Brookline 

and the building are located geographically, some history of the building and former uses, then 

our current perceived vision of future uses. The committee sees it as a wonderful start and 

thanked her for her efforts. 

 

The repair of the windows will be included in our first grant request. Kerry asked if we should 

require period glass be used when repaired. Bruce thought it depends of the price. Is this 

necessary? Do we go 100% while we’re fixing them? Peter will research the cost for period glass 

vs. modern glass. Kerry will solicit bids from 3 local contractors. Peter will create the scope of 

work and email it to the committee. Kerry can edit it and use this when soliciting bids. All 

window and steeple repair bids have to be in-hand before we can apply for any grants. Once the 

bids arrive we can go to the selectboard to get their approval to spend the money from the repair 

fund. By then the grant requests should be ready to submit if they haven’t been already. 
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Peter shared an estimate he requested in 2011 for historic storm windows. He thinks they were 

20 over 20 to match the existing windows. It was from a company in NH that specializes in them 

and the purpose was to protect the windows after they had been repaired. None of which ever 

happened. 

 

Peter received an email from Archie Clark offering the use of the concessions stand at Newbrook 

Bingo every 12 weeks. The committee agreed that we don’t currently have the time or support to 

supply food for that many people. Peter will reply to Archie’s email. 

 

 

The meeting was adjourned at 9:35 PM. Our next BCPC meeting is scheduled for April 7th at 

7:00 PM at the Brookline Town Office. 

 

Respectfully submitted, Peter Meyer 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Follow us on Facebook at “Historic Brookline VT Church Renovations” 


